Cancer Research Follow Up (Please, please read the story)
Written by Fatima Suljagic (Art Studio Maja, Melbourne, Australia)

I want to share with you one of my visions. It happened some time ago when I was completing
my studying at Victoria University (Melbourne, Australia). In my vision I found myself sitting
at the table with approximately twenty other students (like a Harry Potter school). Table was
long but with round corners at both ends. Among all student i could recognise only one Indian
student, which was from VU as well.
All of a sudden a big beautiful bird flew (landed) onto the table. Bird was really big (~ size of
the dog) with amazing feathers, washed out in the most amazing colours, and this bird could
talk. The bird turned toward me first and said “You did well in your studying, one day you will
be picking up products of your work”, and then the bird went on talking about my future, she
also said that I will need to borrow some money from the bank and then things are going to be
ok. After that it turned itself toward this other student (Indian, male) from VU that I knew and
said to him “But what are you doing?”, then went on and on criticising him and his studying.
Some say that God can take any living form. I like to think that in my visions God is talking
to me. God is in every living cell not just humans. By hurting and mistreating animals we are
working agains God and Nature. God is giving us all these amazing animals to feed ourselves
on them and we should really have more respect for it. My mother used to say “Don’t let animal
suffer if you do God is going to see it”. I think that my mother was right about that.
This vision also is telling me that my studying was successful. I really go beyond this world in
my visions and I know I am right about cancer and other diseases. But to solve cancer problem
we need to address multiple institutions (organisations) in multiple countries including, modification to microorganisms and our vaccination program. Ask yourselves a question “ How
someone, anyone, can create successful vaccination program if does not know what viruses
are?”
Now, I know that for example Hepatitis virus is product of sporogenic microorganisms activity,
caused by protein based toxins that interfere our body protein functions. But to prove this I
need to go back to my biomedical research. The temperature that treat microorganisms does
not necessarily treat or denature proteins. Some of those protein based toxins are so powerful
that they can completely paralyse or cripple anybody (every living body) for lifetime, many of
those infections went through the time undiagnosed and untreated properly. I also know what
kind microorganisms causing those problems. To protect my intellectual property at this stage
this is only I can share with you. There are more then one hundred of these micro-organisms
and different kind protein toxins, from the same family. We need to find a way to treat them
properly and prevent their modification, if not, tomorrow 100 will turn into 300, at so on...
This is a good news. Bad news is that some institutions that do things wrong have to be put
down, and our vaccination program has to be examined. As you can see this is not going to be
easy job, but I know it has to be done and it is my destiny somehow. It is crucial for the future
of our kids that we do this.

Here is list of the diseases caused by these microorganisms and their protein based toxins:
1) Brain/nervous system inflammation and cell damage, brain mutation carried to next generation, brain cancer/tumours
2) Glands inflammation and glandular cell damage (interference with hormonal functions),
glandular cancer/tumours
3) Double vision, ocular nerve inflammation, sight loss and eyes cancer/tumours
4) Respiratory systems including lungs - inflammation and cell damage, further linked to asthma, cystic fibroses and lung cancer/tumours
5) Inflammation of the vessels, heart attacks and stroke
6) Inflammation of organs and their cells damage
7) Liver damage and obesity
8) Colon cancer
9) Damage to nerves system including damage of the nerves of the stomach/intestine
10) Inflammation of sexual organs, cell damage, fertility, sexual performance problems, miscarriages, deformation of sexual organs, cancer/tumours and permanent mutation of these
organs carried to next generations.
11) Inflammation of bones and bone cell damage (cysts)
Mad cow disease and many other including motor-nuron disorders coming from these infections as well. This is not just bad for humans it is also a big problem for animals and plants.
Please, note that this is part of my unpublished cancer booklet and it is Fatima Suljagic (Art
Studio Maja, Melbourne, Australia) intellectual property. I need to get myself back into biomedical research to prove these theories and try to find a way to control this. If you think you
can help, please call ph: +61 3 9741 7056 or Fatima’s mob: 0435 070 304.

